Abstract. There is obvious periodic data flow curves of the power integrated service network based on the full use of historical data，this paper makes full use of the historical data, the horizontal and vertical dimensions are extracted from historical data. In this paper, a two dimensional flow forecasting method is proposed by studying the existing network traffic prediction model. In this method, a single exponential smoothing algorithm is used to calculate the horizontal and vertical predictions. it combines the advantages of the two dimensional prediction models, and can get better prediction accuracy than the existing prediction algorithms at the turning point.
method can get higher than the existing prediction algorithm in the turning point of the prediction precision [2] [3] .
Traffic prediction of electric power communication network based on two -dimensional forecasting algorithm

Network traffic analysis
The network traffic of the integrated service network of the smart grid has obvious daily periodicity. There are some turning points in the flow curve, such as crest, trough and local peak. These turning points are roughly the same every day. At the same time there is a daily flow of the unique trend of the day, at some time it is clearly different from historical data. The two-dimensional prediction algorithm proposed in this paper can better capture the trend of data traffic on the same day. The vertical prediction can well reflect the position of the turning point in the integrated service network. Considering these two characteristics, The problem of prediction delay exists at the turning point of the previous algorithm is solved and the prediction accuracy of the trend section is guaranteed. ΔT Figure. 2.1. Horizontal dimension As shown in Fig 2. 1, the flow data at different times of the same period in the same date are horizontal dimension, such as the transverse flow data with sampling interval , is the sampling interval length, ∆T is the day Cycle length. S(t,d) is the sampled value at the No.t sampling time on day d, where ，， m is the sum days of the historical data, so that for the horizontal data sequence, said as the length of the horizontal training data sequence, there are
The data flow at the same time on different dates is the vertical dimension. 
Network prediction model Horizontal prediction
Since the horizontal dimension has obvious daily periodicity, the random fluctuation component is less, and it is suitable for using the nonlinear prediction algorithm. Wavelet neural network algorithm with wavelet basis function instead of the previous S-type function as the hidden layer node transfer function, combined with multi-resolution wavelet analysis and neural network self-learning ability, this paper selects wavelet neural network algorithm as the horizontal line prediction algorithm, The Morlet mother wavelet function is chosen as the wavelet neural network implicit layer neuron equation, 2-5 is the expression, the function has higher time domain and frequency domain resolution [4] [5] . 
（2-5）
The lateral prediction is to train the wavelet neural network by the transverse training sequence
First, the data is processed and the training sequence is mapped to the 
（2-6）
Where max = 1 v
。 Then, the number of nodes in each layer of wavelet neural network is determined and the number of nodes in the input layer is N , the number of nodes in the hidden layer is H and the number of nodes in the output layer is M , H is expressed as:
The weights of the wavelet neural network and the coefficients of the wavelet basis function are constantly modified according to the prediction error until the training number reaches the preset number of training times or the prediction error reaches the preset error value. Using the trained model to predict, for the current time t , given wavelet neural network input layer data
to obtain the predicted output 1 ' t x + .
Vertical prediction
Vertical dimension random fluctuation component is large, long-term trend is single, suitable for using simple linear prediction algorithm.In this paper, the ARIMA algorithm is selected as the longitudinal prediction algorithm. The predicted value of the ARIMA algorithm is self-latency variable and random variables linear combinations.And it suitable for non-stationary sequences,the algorithm is applied to non-stationary sequences made d-order difference to obtained and then predicted the stationary sequence.The mathematical expression of the model is: The longitudinal prediction first tests whether the longitudinal data sequence is a stationary time series. If it is not to carry on the d-order difference to get the smooth sequence again.Then make sure ARIMI(p,d,q) model order p and q.In this paper, the common AIC criterion is used to determine the model order.Select AIC(p,q) smallest set of p, q is the order of the model,the formula is:
Where N is the length of the sequence, the residual of the model. Finally, the unknown coefficients are estimated, and parameters of each sequence are estimated to determine the autoregressive coefficients and the moving average coefficients. The predicted model is used to predict the time series. At the time t and t, the longitudinal sequence is input to the model, and its difference is obtained d times, and the predicted value is calculated [6] . Two -dimensional prediction algorithm As shown in Figure 2 -2, the horizontal and vertical dimensions of historical data are acquired, and the ARIMA and wavelet neural network algorithms are trained with the horizontal and vertical dimension data respectively. Then, the traffic data at time t is read and the horizontal prediction Algorithm and longitudinal predictor are used to calculate the prediction values of the horizontal and vertical dimensions at time t + T respectively. The final prediction output is obtained by summation of weights w, and finally the weight w is updated by the single exponential smoothing algorithm return. In the formula, the minimum α MSE value is selected as the coefficient.
Simulation and performance comparison
In order to validate our proposed prediction analysis method,we collected from a certain electric power company core router traffic data of 218 days,including data sampling interval for 5 min/times,a total of 288 traffic data points a day.Selection in this paper,the simulation analysis of the continuous flow data of 22 days and 21 days will be divided into 22 days traffic data of the historical data and test data,1 day transverse data training data sampling interval for 5 min,length of time for four days.Longitudinal training data using the historical data of 21 days,according to the time is divided into 288 groups, and the same time different date for a group,each group leader degrees for the 21st. when 14 to 17 section lateral prediction turning point in the curve in a relatively real and estimated values lag phenomenon,and the longitudinal prediction in this section is relatively accurate,figure 3-2 shows in this interval weights of less than 0.5.At 17 to 19 interval,when the longitudinal prediction accuracy is decreased obviously,and lateral prediction is captured very well on the day of the trend,combined with figure 3 is shown in figure 3-2-1 and the simulation results confirmed the weights of the dynamic update strategy well complementary advantages of two dimensions. Figure 3 -1 for the transverse,longitudinal prediction and two-dimensional prediction error distribution,it can be seen that the two-dimensional prediction of small error range forecast precision is high,when the horizontal and vertical dimensions of predicted value is greater than or less than true value, the weight w values make small prediction error of the dimensions of 1.A one hour in horizontal and vertical prediction w value can make a general prediction error is less than any a dimension and approach to zero. Figure 3 -2 MSE and variance comparison show that this paper proposed a two-dimensional prediction algorithm in prediction effect is better than two dimensions separately predict,at the same time, because this article update weights using single exponential smoothing algorithm, error fluctuation is less than a single dimension.Comprehensive the above analysis may safely draw the conclusion, this paper proposed a two-dimensional prediction algorithm by combining the advantage of two dimensions, effectively solved the problem of the turning point in the delay, at the same time improve the prediction accuracy of the algorithm.
Conclusion
Based on the study of the existing traffic prediction model of power communication network, this paper proposes a new method of power communication network traffic prediction based on two dimensional prediction algorithms. By making full use of historical data, the historical data can be extracted from the two dimensions of horizontal and vertical. The lateral dimension reflects the rising and falling trend of the forecast day, and ensures the prediction accuracy of the two dimensional prediction algorithms at the non-turning point. The vertical dimension reflects the position of the turning point of the day, and the daily periodicity of the flow is used to improve the prediction accuracy of the two dimensional prediction algorithms at the turning point. Two dimensional flow prediction method calculate the accuracy of lateral prediction and vertical prediction by using single exponential smoothing algorithm. The two dimensional flow prediction method combines the advantages of the two dimensional prediction model, and improves the prediction accuracy of the turning point while ensures the prediction accuracy of the non-turning point.
